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I. Introduction to William Webster

William Webster is the Pastor of Grace Bible Church in Battle Ground, WA.1 He is a former 

Roman Catholic (RC) and writes with a “missionary purpose” to “release” RCs from “bondage.”2

The church he pastors has “Reformed Baptist Roots.”3 He also runs the publishing house 

“Christian Resources Inc.,” and has authored what appears to be the majority of the materials on 

the website, which includes books, online articles, etc.4

II. Summary

The Matthew 16 Controversy begins with a foreword by Tom Nettles, who raises concerns about 

the interest in dialogue between RCs and Protestants that seems to come at the expense of truth, 

especially the truth of justification by faith alone. He introduces Webster as someone who will 

help the reader understand that the claims of Papal authority have no solid ground in the 

understanding of the early church.

The introduction makes a summary of RC claims about the papacy as represented by 

Vatican I, Vatican II, and the RC catechism. The central claims of the Roman Catholic Church 

1 http://www.gracebiblebattleground.org/content/about.html.
2 Tom J. Nettles, “Foreword,” in William A. Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy: Peter and the Rock: An

Examination of the Patristic Understanding of the Rock of Matthew 16 and of the Early Church's Relationship to the
Bishops of Rome, (rev. ed.; Battle Ground, Wash.: Christian Resources, 1999), 15.

3 http://gracebiblebattleground.org/.
4 The mission of the publishing house is on the front page: “Christian Resources is a non-profit teaching, 

apologetics and publishing ministry dealing with issues related to Roman Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy, the 
Gospel, Church history and the Christian life. The ministry is dedicated to the teaching and proclamation of the 
Gospel, a biblical and historical defense of the teachings of the Reformation and the discipling of believers in their 
Christian walk” (http://www.christiantruth.com/index.php).
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(RCC), as understood by Webster, are as follows:

• Christ gave Peter the primacy of jurisdiction over the Church universal as well as 
the entire world.

• This right of jurisdiction is passed down to Peter’s successors, the Bishops of 
Rome, for all time.

• The Roman Pontiff has absolute authority in himself, possesses authority over all 
Councils and his judgment cannot be questioned. He, himself, can be judged by 
no human tribunal. 

• These teachings have always been held in the entire Church through all the ages 
and can be validated by the scriptures, the canons of general Councils and the 
unanimous consent of the fathers.

• It has at all times in the history of the Church been necessary that every Church 
throughout the world should agree with the Roman Church.

• When speaking ex cathedra the pope is endowed with the gift of infallibility.5

In light of these teachings, Webster focuses his book on attacking the specific RC claim 

that the teaching of papal supremacy is the view of “the entire Church through all the ages and 

can be validated by the scriptures, the canons of general Councils and the unanimous consent of 

the fathers.”6 Webster’s thesis is as follows: “What we will discover, if we give the statements of 

the fathers in context and in correlation with their overall writings, is that their actual perspective

is often the opposite of that claimed by these Roman apologists. An objective examination of the 

historical record will reveal that the facts do not support the Roman Catholic point of view.”7 

This is the main point that the rest of Webster’s book makes: the Church Fathers were not in 

“unanimous consent” about the doctrine of papal supremacy. 

The rest of the book consists of two parts each consisting of one chapter each, and two 

appendices totaling over one hundred pages of primary source text. Part I: The Historical 

Exegesis of the Early Church, consists of “Chapter 1: The Father’s Interpretation of the Rock of 

5 Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy: Peter and the Rock: An Examination of the Patristic 
Understanding of the Rock of Matthew 16 and of the Early Church's Relationship to the Bishops of Rome, (rev. ed.; 
Battle Ground, Wash.: Christian Resources, 1999), 17.

6 Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy, 17.
7 Ibid., 21.
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Matthew 16 and the Role of Peter.” This is filled with about 125 pages of patristic exegesis of 

Matthew 16:18 and scholarly commentary of that exegesis.8 He surveys forty-two of the Fathers 

in generally chronological order, including well known Fathers such as Origen, Augustine, and 

Jerome, as well as less well-known Fathers such as Optatus of Milevis. Toward the end of the 

chapter Webster provides the summary statements of several church historians on the Church 

Father’s exegesis. The following are a few of the more noteworthy examples.

Webster helpfully starts his survey with Tertullian, who he notes “has been called the 

‘Father of Latin Christianity,’” who was also “the first of the Western fathers to comment on 

Matthew 16.”9 Tertullian’s view is that the statement about Peter and the keys means that the 

church will be built through the Peter’s preaching of the gospel, and especially as he preached in 

on the day of Pentecost at the birth of the church.10 The next Father discussed is Origen, who 

viewed Peter’s reception of the keys as an example of all believers. One Eastern Orthodox 

historian quoted by Webster says that Matthew 16, according to Origen, is about salvation, not 

institution.11

The third Father quoted by Webster is Cyprian, the North African bishop. Cyprian said 

that the authority given to Peter was shared by the apostles and passed on to all the bishops. It 

was given to Peter as an individual to communicate the unity of the church and the authority it 

exercised. Cyprian used the phrase “Peter’s chair” (cathedri Petri), but not in terms of the 

Roman bishop. “Cyprian’s view of Peter’s ‘chair’ (cathedri Petri) was that it belonged not only 

to the bishop of Rome but to every bishop within each community.”12 

8 There are a few pages on Luke 22:32 and John 21:15–17 as well because they are often paired with 
Matthew 16 to support papal supremacy.

9 Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy, 26.
10 Ibid., 26–28.
11 Ibid., 31.
12 Ibid., 38, quoting John Meyendorff.
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Athanasius said that the rock upon which the church was built is Peter’s confession.13 

Peter’s confession points to Christ who is “ultimately the true rock.”14 Athanasius also quotes 1 

Cor 3:11 to that effect. Augustine once taught that the rock was Peter, but later in his retractions 

withdrew that interpretation and said that the rock was Peter’s confession which points to Christ 

who is the true rock. In this Peter represents the church universal, which is founded on the rock, 

namely Christ, and in the same way that Christians derive their name from Christ, Peter derives 

his name from the true rock, Christ.15 

Some recurring themes of the chapter are as follows: 1) Most of the Fathers see Christ as 

the ultimate rock upon which the church is built through texts like 1 Cor 3:11 and 1 Cor 10:4. 

They also tie it with Eph 2:20, so that they tend to view Matthew 16 in light of these passages: 

Christ is the rock, and the church is founded upon the Christ by means of the teaching and 

confession of Peter and the Apostles. 2) There are some phrases that the Fathers used that are 

latched onto by RC apologists, but do not carry the weight of the RC doctrine of the papacy: the 

“seat of Peter” is used by several Fathers in a way to indicate apostolic and ecclesial authority 

generally, not to elevate the bishop of Rome. Several Fathers also use the phrase “Where Peter is,

there is the church,” but they mean that they have Peter’s faith.16 For example Chrysostom says 

that about the church at Antioch that “though we do not retain the body of Peter, we do retain the 

faith of Peter, and retaining the faith of Peter we have Peter.”17 

3) many of the Fathers pay great respect to Peter as the chief Apostle, but at the same 

time they view other apostles as equal to him. 4) Many RC apologists say that Peter’s faith 

13 Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy, 50.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid., 52–55.
16 Such as Ambrose (ibid., 62).
17 Quoted in ibid., 83.
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cannot be separated from his person, but Webster shows that this is in fact what the Fathers do. 

So Ambrose says that “Faith, then, is the foundation of the Church, for it was not said of Peter’s 

flesh, but of his faith, that ‘the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.’”18 Similarly Augustine 

says that “Christ, you see, built his Church not on a man but on Peters confession. What is 

Peter’s confession? ‘You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.’ There’s the rock for you, 

there’s the foundation, there’s where the Church has been built, which the gates of the 

underworld cannot conquer.”19 5) Many RC apologists assume that the Fathers are talking about 

the bishop of Rome, when in fact they are often just talking about Peter; the apologists tend to 

read Petrine succession back into the texts.20

After making his way through the first seven centuries of the church, He quotes some 

well-known church historians who largely agree with his interpretations of the Fathers. Some of 

the historians quoted are Jaroslav Pelikan (Lutheran turned Orthodox), Johann Joseph Ignaz von 

Döllinger (Dissenting Catholic), Karlfried Froehlich (Princeton Scholar), and John Meyendorff 

(Orthodox). They affirm that the Fathers usually interpreted the rock of Matthew 16 in terms of 

Peter’s confession and faith and ultimately in terms of Christ. Sometimes in their interpretation, 

the keys are given to Peter, from which the authority extends to the apostles and then to the 

bishops, sometimes Peter represents the whole church (as with Augustine), and sometimes Peter 

represents true believers (as with Origen). However the interpretation of the RCC as expressed in

Vatican I is not the understanding of the Fathers cited by Webster.

The second part of the book, “The Historical Practice of the early Church,” consists of 

one chapter: “Chapter 2: The Historical Practice of the Early Church in Relation to the Bishops 

18 Quoted in Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy, 63.
19 Quoted in ibid., 53.
20 Ibid., 74–75.
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of Rome.” In this chapter, Webster takes aim at Vatican I’s claim that the historic practice of the 

church confirms the claim of papal supremacy.21 He first surveys the Ecumenical Councils of the 

church. As a general statement, he quotes Döllinger as saying that the Popes neither convened 

the councils, nor did they exclusively preside over the councils (although they did over 

Chalcedon and Constantinople), nor did the councils require their confirmation on its decisions.22

With regard to specific councils, the Council of Nicea, in canon 6, the authority of the 

bishop of Alexandria over the region is affirmed based on the custom of the bishop of Rome 

having jurisdiction over his region. This affirms each bishop to have authority over their own 

area, and actually denies papal supremacy.23 The Council of 1 Constantinople gave the bishop of

Constantinople “equal status” with the bishop of Rome based on the fact that the capital had been

moved to Constantinople.24 This showed that for many in the east, the importance of Rome was 

that it was the capital of the empire, not that it had been founded by an apostle.25 In addition, the 

presiding bishop of 1 Constantinople, Meletius, was not in communion with Rome when he 

presided over the council, showing that communion with Rome “was not a necessary 

prerequisite.”26

The Council of Chalcedon strengthens the claim that the bishop of Constantinople is of 

equal status with the bishop of Rome based on its reading of 1 Constantinople.27 It is also 

noteworthy that this was affirmed despite the fact that Pope Leo rejected this canon.28 At the 

21 Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy, 161.
22 Ibid., 162.
23 Ibid., 163ff.
24 Ibid., 171.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid., 173.
27 Ibid., 174.
28 Ibid., 177. “The papal legates strenuously objected to the passage of canon 28 and Leo, the bishop of 

Rome, refused to accept it. However, the Council refused to acquiesce to papal demands and received the canon as 
valid, overriding the papal objections” (ibid.).
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Council of II Constantinople, Pope Vigilius had made a decree before the council, but then 

reversed his decision. The Council disagreed, and anathematized his position. Vigilius then 

changed his decree again and submitted to the council. Webster points out that this seems to 

imply that the Pope is neither infallible, nor supreme in the eyes of the early church.29 The 

Council of III Constantinople condemned Pope Honorius as a heretic.30

After examining the councils, Webster looks at how individual Fathers interacted with 

Rome. Cyprian and Augustine in particular declined to submit to the bishop of Rome on 

particular occasions.31 Webster also explains that some cases in which Fathers appeal to Rome 

for help are appeals, not to an ultimate authority, as RC apologists portray them, but to one 

bishop among several.32 After some other miscellaneous evidence is presented, Webster 

concludes by discussing the gradual growth of papal claims of supremacy, as well as the fact that

these were in several instances boosted by falsified documents. He quotes a number of church 

historians who affirm his interpretation of the evidence provided in the chapter.

In his conclusion, Webster restates his thesis that “the Roman Catholic dogma of papal 

infallibility and primacy is simply not true to the facts of history.”33 This is followed by two 

appendices: the first containing the pertinent texts of Vatican I and II and the Catholic catechism 

regarding the primacy and infallibility of the Pope. The second appendix contains the writings of 

the Fathers discussed in the book in which they address Matthew 16:18.

29 Webster, The Matthew 16 Controversy, 182–184.
30 Ibid., 184ff.
31 Ibid., 194–207.
32 Ibid., 207–212. “While it is true that Eastern fathers throughout Church history from time to time 

appealed to Rome for aid, they did not appeal to Rome exclusively as the only court of appeal. In addition to their 
communication with Rome they often appealed to the bishops of other important sees” (p. 207).

33 Ibid., 237.
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III. Evaluation

Webster’s book was a great refutation of the RC position of papal supremacy from a popular and 

apologetic viewpoint. It was interestingly positioned halfway between a “reader” and an 

extended argument. Probably a little more than 1/3 of the body of the book (not counting the 

appendices) consisted of quotations from the Fathers, about 1/3 consisted of Webster’s 

comments, and a little less than 1/3 consisted of quotations from historians. The strength of this 

approach is that it goes to the heart of the RC claim that the church always held to and practiced 

papal supremacy.

The downside of this approach, however, is that while he gives a short introduction to the 

authors, few of the actual quotations are thoroughly introduced, and while Webster does make 

some helpful comments clarifying the meaning of the quotations, it comes across at times as 

slightly flat. Webster doesn’t do very much explication of the Fathers’ overarching thought, and 

mostly appeals to their words in the quotations, making the book feel like it is close to a “proof-

texting” approach.

Also, Webster doesn’t give a criteria for how he chose the quotations. Did he simply look 

up “Matthew 16:18” and “rock” in an appendix? How deep is Webster’s personal knowledge of 

the Fathers as a guide to their overall thought? There is no way to know from the book itself. I 

was not able to find any credentials for Webster that would tell me whether I should generally 

trust his knowledge of patristics. A positive is that he at least gives a few comments on the 

historical placement of each Father before quoting them.

Another area that could be improved is the fact that while Webster interacts with 

individual RC apologists on the interpretation of the Fathers, he doesn’t seem to interact with the 
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inner workings of RC thought. A helpful improvement would be to explain how RCs conceive of

the development of doctrine. Webster doesn’t really help us understand why some people might 

find Rome a compelling option. Similarly, he doesn’t tell us anything about Vatican I or II or 

their relationship to one another; he simply quotes them. I had to look up Vatican I outside of the 

book because to my knowledge he doesn’t even tell the reader the century in which it took place. 

It seems possible that Webster may be showing “converts’ zeal” which makes it difficult for him 

to listen sympathetically to his opponents.

Similarly, there may be some selectivity about the sources he quotes. With regard to the 

Fathers, I think he has met the burden of proof of his argument. Of the Fathers he quotes (forty-

two of them), they are united in basically rejecting the RC interpretation of Matthew 16:18. 

However, he doesn’t mention anyone who takes a pro-papal position, and it seems odd in later 

passages of the book to read that there were some early claims to papal supremacy because 

Webster hasn’t given these a voice in much of his book. While Webster is focused on showing 

that there is a large consensus of the Fathers that disagree with the RC position, rather than 

showing what the Fathers as a whole taught, the only concern is that this might distort the 

impression of the reader in the opposite direction.

One last weakness is that there were a number of formatting issues. The book could have 

used more structure. Chapter 1 was 125 pages and was essentially over forty-two sections long. 

Chapter two was better but still could have used more of a sense of “flow.” I can’t think of a 

good reason to have two parts each consisting of one chapter—it would be simpler to just break 

it into two chapters. What would have been better yet is to break up the chapters and structure 

them around some central ideas. Several times he places two quotes by a person from different 
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sources side by side; for example on p. 232 he places two quotes together from one author, but 

the works were published more than twenty years apart. Several times he places “(emphasis 

mine)” inside a block quote, making it confusing as to whose words they are. Sometimes he 

reprints block quotes several times in a section, making it redundant. In short, He has put a lot of 

great work into his project, which would be greatly helped by some restructuring and 

reformatting.

On the positive side, the book was a real pleasure to read in terms of getting a sense of 

many of the most important early Fathers’ exegesis of Matthew 16:18. Often the Protestant 

interpretation of the text feels reactionary, but it was encouraging to see that the “Protestant” 

view is actually older than the RC interpretation. It was also very stimulating to see the patterns 

of interpretation among the Fathers. There were just a few basic options and Webster does to 

some extent make helpful comment about the dependency of certain authors upon others.

Another benefit that I received from reading this book is a renewed awareness of the 

importance of this point of disagreement between RCs and other Christians. Fundamentally, it 

comes down to how we conceive of the authority and foundation of the church: is the authority 

of the church given to one bishop? Is the church founded on the Roman Bishop, or on Christ and 

faith in him? This is an important question that many of the Fathers already understood, as 

Webster has shown. Also worth noting is the fact that even though the Fathers are helpful for this

book in refuting RC claims, the majority of them would interpret Matthew 16:18 as locating the 

contemporary authority and constitution of the church in the bishops by means of apostolic 

succession. This would be opposed to the baptist ecclesiology, which would see the local church 

as constituted by covenant, governed by Christ by means of the congregation, and finding its 
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apostolicity in terms of holding to the apostolic doctrine in the Scriptures. This suggests that an 

enlightening companion to Webster’s book might be one on the patristic interpretation of 

Matthew 18:15–20. This would probably reveal more of those differences as Jesus appears to 

give the authority to “bind and loose” to the congregation.

IV. Contribution to Matthean Studies

Webster’s book is an incredibly helpful book on the history of interpretation of Matthew 16:18. 

On a popular level, it has the potential to help many people who have been deceived by RC 

claims of papal supremacy. It is by nature an apologetic book and I believe that when viewed in 

those terms, it succeeds in its aims very well. In terms of Matthean scholarship, it will probably 

make less of a contribution because the apologetic aims may potentially skew it in terms of an 

overall understanding of the Fathers’ interpretation of Matthew 16:18. In addition, the 

combination of the fact that it is a self-published work with some formatting issues, and the fact 

that it majors on breadth rather than depth, will probably make it less likely to be widely read in 

scholarly circles. Nevertheless, it largely accomplishes the purpose for which Webster wrote, and

is helpful with regard to the apologetic purpose for which he intended it.
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